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Thema: Untersuchung von Seeding-Mechanismen und der Entstehung von Building Blocks,
um die Ezienz des GeLog-System zu verbessern
Topic: Investigating of Seeding Mechanisms and Building Block Formation for Eciency
Improvement of the GeLog-System
Hintergrund: Das Ziel des GeLog-System ist, die Vorteile der Methoden der genetischen
Algorithmen und induktiv logischer Programmierung zu nutzen. Dieses System ist
auch bei umfangreichen Problemstellungen noch ezient einsetzbar und l asst sich
sehr leicht an das Erlernen von Zusammenh angen aus verschiedenen Aufgabenbe-
reichen anpassen.
Mit dem automatischen Lernsystem GeLog k onnen logische Programme erzeugt wer-
den, die eine L osung f ur eine gegebene Aufgabe darstellen. Die erlernten Programme
liegen anschlieend als Quelltext in der logischen Programmiersprache Prolog vor
und sind in dieser Form direkt ausf uhrbar.
Zur Formulierung der Aufgabenstellung werden aus der induktiv logischen Program-
mierung bekannte Komponenten verwendet. Anhand von Beispieldaten erlernt das
System die logischen Zusammenh ange und formuliert diese mit Hilfe von Bausteinen
aus dem Hintergrundwissen als Prolog-Programm.
Der eigentliche Lernvorgang basiert auf einem genetischen Algorithmus. Zu Beginn
wird aus Elementen des Hintergrundwissens zuf allig eine Menge von Programmen
erzeugt, die eine sogenannte Population von Individuen bildet. Diese Individuen
durchlaufen einen wiederkehrenden Evolutionszyklus, in dem Generation f ur Gene-
ration das Erbgut der Individuen weitergegeben, kombiniert und mutiert wird.
Dabei wird der Lernfortschritt eines einzelnen Individuums mit Hilfe der Beispiel-
daten ermittelt und bestimmt die Eignung des Individuums. Daraus leitet sich die
Wahrscheinlichkeit ab, mit der die Erbinformation eines Individuums in die n achste
Generation weitergegeben wird.
Um ein Programm an das Beispielwissen anzupassen, haben die Operatoren zur
Rekombination und Mutation die gleichen Auswirkungen auf die Erbinformation
wie die Generalisierungs- und Spezialisierungsmethoden der induktiv logischen Pro-
grammierung.
Genetische Algorithmen sind in der Lage, auch groe Ergebnisr aume auf ezien-
te Weise zu durchsuchen und die darin enthaltenen vielversprechenden Regionen
ausndig zu machen. Dies ist ein entscheidender Vorteil f ur die Bearbeitung um-
fangreicher und komplexer Problemstellungen.
Die aus der induktiv logischen Programmierung stammenden Elemente Hinter-
grundwissen und Beispieldaten erlauben dabei eine einfache und exible Anpassung
des genetischen Algorithmus an die jeweilige Aufgabenstellung, ohne dass Eingrie
in das System selbst n otig sind.
Durch eine universelle Datenrepr asentation und die vielseitigen M oglichkeiten den
Evolutionsverlauf durch Parameter zu beeinussen, kann eine Vielzahl verschiedener
Problemstellungen bearbeitet werden.iv
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bauwahrscheinlichkeit zu jedem der Grundbausteine aus dem Hintergrundwissen
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ussen.
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werden Konstrukte bezeichnet, die immer wieder im Laufe der Evolution in ver-
schiedenen Individuen entstehen und sich positiv auf die Fitness auswirken. Ein zu
erstellender Mechanismus m usste in der Lage sein, diese Strukturen im Prolog-
Programm zu erkennen, sie zu extrahieren und in das Grundwissen einzutragen.
Auf diese Weise k onnten sie durch die Operatoren in andere Individuen eingebaut
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Abstract
This thesis introduces a number of extensions to the GeLog framework. GeLog is an
inductive logical programming framework which uses a genetic algorithm for searching.
In the past ten years new methods have been developed and tested, that improve the
search behavior of genetic algorithms. By attaching great importance to the fashion in
which genetic algorithms resample the search space, problems could be solved that used
to be hard for these types of optimization algorithms.
This thesis introduces some modications that have been applied to the GeLog frame-
work in order to improve its performance. Two eorts have been made to achieve this
goal: the processing of the genetic algorithm has been improved and a mechanism to
incorporate problem specic knowledge has been implemented.
The former eort concentrates on the schema processing of genetic algorithms. It is
investigated what problems can occur and how they can be solved. This investigation
led to the conclusion that the linkage of building blocks plays an important role. Thus,
dierent approaches that take linkage learning into account have been reviewed, and one
has been implemented and tested for GeLog.
The latter approach aims at seeding the starting population of the genetic algorithm
with heuristic information, that had been previously obtained in a dierent way. For this
purpose the advantages and disadvantages are assembled and a seeding mechanism was
implemented.
It was shown that the approaches have improved GeLog signicantly.vii
Zusammenfassung
Diese Diplomarbeit stellt eine Reihe von Erweiterungen des GeLog-Frameworks vor. Ge-
Log ist ein induktives Logikprogrammierung Framework, das als Suchalgorithmus einen
Genetischen Algorithmus verwendet.
Im Laufe der vergangenen zehn Jahre wurden zahlreiche neue Methoden entwickelt
und untersucht, die das Suchverhalten genetischer Algorithmen verbessern. In diesem
Zusammenhang wurde groes Augenmerk darauf gelegt, in welcher Form Genetische Al-
gorithmen einen Suchraum durchlaufen. So konnten etliche Problemstellungen erfolgreich
bearbeitet werden, die vorher als schwierig f ur dies Art von Optimierungsstrategie galten.
In dieser Diplomarbeit werden einige Modikationen ausf uhrlich vorgestellt, die am
GeLog System angebracht wurden, um dessen Performance zu verbessern. Im wesentli-
chen wurden dabei zwei Ans atze verfolgt. Zum einen wurde die Schema-Verarbeitung des
Genetischen Algorithmus verbessert, zum anderen wurde ein Mechanismus implementiert,
der Problem-spezisches Wissen in das Programm integrieren kann.
Um die Schema-Verarbeitung des Algorithmus zu verbessern, wurde zun achst unter-
sucht, welche Probleme dabei auftreten k onnen und wie man sie vermeiden oder l osen
kann. Dabei wurde festgestellt, dass die Verkn upfung von Building Blocks eine groe Rol-
le spielt. Es wurden daraufhin verschiedene Ans atze f ur das so genannte Linkage Learning
analysiert und ein geeigneter Mechanismus ausgew ahlt, der in GeLog implementiert und
getestet wurde.
Problem-spezisches Wissen kann dadurch integriert werden, dass in die Basispopu-
lation des Genetischen Algorithmus entsprechenden Informationen, die mit alternativen
Strategien gewonnen wurden, \einges aht" werden. Die Vor- und Nachteile dieses so ge-
nannten Seeding wurden untersucht. Anschlieend wurde ein entsprechender Mechanismus
in GeLog implementiert.
Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Leistungsf ahigkeit von GeLog erheblich verbessert
worden ist.CONTENTS viii
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1 Introduction
Employing techniques that have been gleaned from nature has become a very popular
eld of engineering over the past twenty years. However, the dynamics that occur in
natural processes are far from being fully understood. Even for most of the approaches
that mimic these natural processes, the available theories are not fully satisfactory. But
the existing theories can help to clarify the underlying processes, such that new methods
can be implemented and established ones can be improved.
When confronted with a huge amount of data, a situation that is quite common, and
no rules are known, it is desirable to induce a suitable rule from the given data. It is
mandatory to have such a rule for purposes, such as data compression or the prediction
of certain events. Concept learning is one possibility to induce such a rule.
Another issue that arises from immense sets of data is the problem of searching them.
Evolutionary algorithms are search algorithms that resemble natural evolutionary pro-
cesses. Some of these algorithms have proven successful in solving hard problems, that is,
problems that relate to large or complex search spaces.
GeLog is designed as a framework, that combines both approaches, concept learning
and articial evolution, in a relatively straightforward manner. It is therefore a powerful
tool: the synthesis of a machine learning concept, that has proven successful, and a non-
deterministic optimization method, that uses a subtle resampling strategy.
This work aims at improving the GeLog framework by incorporating methods that help
the genetic algorithm to maintain a robust search behavior, without losing the ability to
quickly nd (local) optima. In a search space that is very noisy as it is often the case for
hypothesis spaces in concept learning, this is an enormous advantage.
Additionally, concepts to employ pieces of information about the search space that
are obtained in a dierent way than by using a genetic algorithm, are applied. This
plays also an important role, since search methods can often be combined. The dierent
resampling properties of dierent search algorithms are often useful in order to achieve a
robust optimization performance.
This thesis introduces the improvements that were made to the GeLog framework.
Great importance has been attached to theoretically justifying the alterations.
The following section of this thesis introduces the GeLog framework. With that a
brief introduction into inductive logic programming and genetic algorithm is given. The
section concludes with a short listing of some issues that have been tried to be tackled
within this work.
Section 3 explains the functionality of genetic algorithms. Holland's schema theorem
is illustrated and a simplication, the building block hypothesis is introduced. On the
basis of this hypothesis it is depicted what type of problem might be hard for a genetic
algorithm. The shortcomings of the building block hypothesis and the impact on the
classication of hard and easy problems are also briey explained.
Furthermore, methods that remedy the diculties in genetic algorithms and are thus
able to solve hard problems are introduced. The remaining subsection is devoted to
problem specic knowledge incorporation into genetic algorithms, the second topic of this
thesis.
Section 4 deals with the modications that have actually been implemented into
GeLog. It starts with shortly introducing and justifying the approach that has been
taken. Afterwards the necessary changes are illustrated.
Section 5 gives examples of some function tests that were conducted to examine the1 INTRODUCTION 2
performance of GeLog after the modications had been implemented. A comparison
between the original work's results and the current one follows thereafter.
This thesis concludes with a short summary and a perspective on future work.2 THE GELOG FRAMEWORK 3
2 The GeLog Framework
This section introduces the GeLog framework, a genetic logic programming framework.
That is, an inductive logic programming system is combined with an evolutionary search
algorithm.
The following subsections shortly introduce both approaches, inductive logic program-
ming and genetic algorithms, which is the evolutionary algorithm used by GeLog.
Furthermore, an introduction into GeLog itself is given, explaining the applied tech-
niques and the problems that are related to it.
2.1 Inductive Logic Programming
Inductive logic programming (ILP) is a machine learning approach, in which sets of rules|
that is, rst-order Horn clauses|are learned (Mitchell, 1997). This property is especially
advantageous, since these clauses can be interpreted as Prolog programs. Like other
concept learning algorithms, ILP searches the hypothesis space for a hypothesis that cor-
rectly classies the object instances. Concept learning is based on the inductive learning
hypothesis:
If (any) hypothesis approximates the target function well over the suciently
large set of training instances, it will also approximate the target function well
on any other instance.
Thus, a concept learner searches for a hypothesis that matches the target concept over
the training data. The target concept is dened as follows:
c : U ! ftrue;falseg;
where U is the set of all objects, i.e., the target concept is trueon some object instances
and falseon others. This behavior has to be resembled by the hypothesis.
The set of training data E is therefore divided into two partitions:
(1) a set of negative examples: E  := fu 2 Ujc(u) = falseg and
(2) a set of positive examples: E+ := fu 2 Ujc(u) = trueg.
The hypothesis should thus classify these training instances correctly. Let H be the
hypotheses space, i.e., all possible hypothesis. Find h 2 H, such that
(8u 2 U)(h(u) = c(u))
Moreover, the quality of a hypothesis is dened by the number of positive and negative
examples that are correctly classied. A thesis h is said to be:
(1) complete, if and only if (8u 2 E+)(h(u) = true)
(2) consistent, if and only if (8u 2 E )(h(u) = false)
There are two strategies in ILP to organize the search for an adequate hypothesis. One
option is to start with a specic clause|i.e., a clause that correctly classies all negative
examples|, which is generalized until all (or suciently many) positive examples are also
classied. This approach is called bottom-up. The other alternative is to start out with a2 THE GELOG FRAMEWORK 4
negative
Examples
Examples
positive
classied as negative
classied as positive
(a)
Examples
classied as positive
classied as negative
negative
Examples
positive
(b)
Figure 2.1: Bottom-up vs. top-down approach in concept learning: (a) Bottom-up: as
the generalization occurs, increasingly many positive examples are correctly classied. (b)
Top-down: as the hypothesis is being specialized, more negative examples are correctly
classied.
maximally general clause|i.e., a clause that correctly classies all positive examples|and
specialize the clause until it is (nearly) consistent. This procedure is called top-down. In
Figure 2.1 both approaches are illustrated by the sets of negative and positive examples
that are correctly classied during the search process.
The notion \more general" can be dened as follows: A hypothesis hi is more or
equally general than a hypothesis hj (hi 
g
hj), if and only if:
fu 2 Ujhi(u) = trueg  fu 2 Ujhj(u) = trueg
The representation of the hypotheses is critical for ILP, since it determines, how well
a target concept can be approximated. As indicated before, hypotheses in ILP are most
commonly Prolog programs. It is also very common to dene background knowledge
data sets, which are horn-clauses, again. This background knowledge can be used to
compose the hypothesis. Thus, the contents of the background knowledge is also an
important matter in terms of success of the hypothesis search.
The next subsection describes genetic algorithms, a non-deterministic search proce-
dure, which can also be used for the search of the hypothesis in inductive logic program-
ming.
2.2 Genetic Algorithms
Reproductive plans or Genetic algorithms (GAs)|as they are called more commonly|
have been proposed in the 1960s (Holland, 1992) and have gained more and more popu-
larity ever since then. Nevertheless, besides GAs a large variety of dierent artical evolu-
tion approaches has been suggested. Amongst them are evolution strategies (Rechenberg,
1973), and genetic programming (Koza, 1992). The principles that guide this type of
optimization algorithms are selection and recombination as observed in nature (Darwin,
1998). In contrast to the natural rolemodel, however, in artical evolution it is mandatory
to have an objective function describing a given problem. Any solution is evaluated using
this objective function.
Another adoption from nature is the strict secession of the solutions into two domains:
(1) genotypic and2 THE GELOG FRAMEWORK 5
(2) phenotypic.
The genotype encodes an individual solution, therefore the domain of the genotypes is
equal to the domain of the search space. To evaluate a solution, it is translated into the
objective space, where its pay-o is calculated. Thus the objective representation of the
solution is its phenotype. It is obvious that the genotypic representation, i.e., the domain
of the genotype and the relation that maps the genotype into the phenotype, are critical
for the optimization behavior of the algorithm. This is especially true if one considers
that there is no general optimal search algorithm, i.e., the quality of the search algorithm
depends on the search space (Wolpert and Macready, 1995). Therefore the resampling of
the search space plays an important role.
In principle there is no limit in how a genotypic representation is to be chosen. Yet
genetic algorithms mostly use xed length string of symbols of a discrete alphabet. The
most common genotype is a bit string consisting of `0's and `1's. We will see in the
following section, that this representation has some advantages over other approaches.
Other representations such as trees or real valued vectors are also used but more commonly
used in other articial evolution techniques (Jacob, 2001; Rechenberg, 1973; Koza, 1992).
generate initial solutions
evaluate solutions
while not termination condition do
select l individuals out of the m individuals in the population
recombine the l individuals, resulting in k new individuals
mutate the k individuals
replace some (all) of the m individuals in the population with some (all) of the k
individuals
evaluate solutions
end while
Algorithm 2.1: A simple genetic algorithm
The Listing depicts what steps are normally taken in a genetic algorithm. They are
described a little more detailed in the following:
2.2.1 Initial Solutions
The initial solutions are either created randomly or, if parts of the search space are already
known, specic solutions can also be placed into the initial population. This technique is
called seeding and will be explained in Section 3.9.
All solutions are evaluated in order to select the ttest ones for further processing.
2.2.2 Selection
Selection is performed by taking into account the pay-o of the given solutions. There
are several methods of how to do that, many of which are introduced in (Jacob, 2001)
or (Goldberg, 1989). For this work a special kind of selection operation was used, called
\tournament selection", and will thus be elaborated in a later section.2 THE GELOG FRAMEWORK 6
2.2.3 Recombination
The recombination of two or more solutions in order to gain a tter solution play the
central role in genetic algorithms. The following section will give an exact insight in how
better solutions are evolved from worse ones. The following example gives a rough idea
of what recombination in genetic algorithms is:
Let A := 10100101 and B := 00101011 be the genotypic representations of two
solutions, an exchange point is chosen (e.g., randomly), the left part of one solution and
the right part of the other is recombined to a new one, and, vice versa, by recombining
the right part of the rst and the left part of the second solution, another new solution is
created:
10100|101
P P P P P P P P P P P P 00101|011
nnnnnnnnnnnn Parents
10101|011 00100|101 Osprings
Since this process mimics the natural crossover of two chromosomes, this recombina-
tion operator is called \crossover" operator. There is huge number of dierent recombina-
tion operators, some of which will be introduced in the subsection about GeLog. Others
are described elsewhere (Jacob, 2001; Goldberg, 1989).
2.2.4 Mutation
As stated before, reproductive plans achieve (sub-)optimal solutions by recombining so-
lutions that are assumed to contain parts whose recombination leads to better solutions.
However, since this is a matter of educated guessing, this bears the danger of quickly
converging towards solutions that pay o much better than their environments, but are
in no way globally optimal. One remedy for this is to randomly create solutions in order
to guide the algorithm to undiscovered parts in the search space.
This can be accomplished by a mutation operation, which will change values (i.e., bits)
in the solution with a specied probability. For example:

10101011  ! 10001011
2.2.5 Termination Criterion
\Deciding when to stop is not easy, and unfortunately global solutions do
not come with name tags that say `Hello, I am global.'" (Goldberg et al.,
1993)
Due to the non-determinism of genetic algorithms there is in general no means, to deter-
mine whether a global optimum has been found or not. However, if a GA can not improve
the solutions for a long time, then this might be a hint, that an optimum (either global
or local) has been found.
In \real-world" applications of genetic algorithms two termination criteria are com-
mon:
(1) a specied number of generations (i.e., interations) has been reached or
(2) the objective value of the current solution is greater or equal a specied value.2 THE GELOG FRAMEWORK 7
2.3 GeLog
GeLog is a framework that combines both of the above introduced concepts. That is, it
uses a genetic algorithm to search the space of hypotheses. It was designed and imple-
mented by Haselmann (2000); Sander (2000).
Before GeLog was designed there has already existed a number of dierent genetic logic
programming frameworks, some of which are GA approaches, such as GABIL (Mitchell,
1997), Regal (Giordana and Neri, 1996), or Dogma (Hekanaho, 1996, 1998) others
of which are genetic programming concepts (Gilp (Tveit, 1997), CFG-GP (McKay and
Whigham, 1994)). The GeLog system is a combination of both a GP and a GA system,
since its genotypic data representation is more of a tree than a vector, but the genetic
operators, as we will see in the following, can be said to be common for genetic algorithms.
2.3.1 Data Representation
Since the search space is the hypothesis space, the individual solutions are hypothe-
ses, whose pay-o is hence the number of correctly classied examples|either negative
(consistency), or positive (completeness). Therefore the genotypic representation of the
individuals must render the hypotheses, which are given in ILP horn or Prolog clauses.
In GeLog the genotypes are so called object graphs, which closely resemble the Prolog
representation. Thus an individual solution consists of a number of disjunctions, all of
which are in themselves horn clauses. The predicates of the horn clauses have to be de-
ned within the context of the logic programming framework. In GeLog these denitions
are stored in the background knowledge. Thus predicates in the individual solutions must
be well-dened in this background knowledge.
The following illustrate how an genotypic representation of an individual may look
like in GeLog:
illegal1155(X0, X1, X2) :- eq_rank(X0, X2), eq_rank(X2, X1),
less_file(X0, X0), adj_rank(X0, X2),
eq_file(X0, X0), eq_file(X0, X2).
less_rank(X2, X1), eq_file(X0, X1),
adj_file(X1, X2), less_rank(X0, X1).
eq_file(X0, X0), eq_file(X1, X1),
adj_rank(X1, X2), adj_rank(X2, X1).
The predicate \illegal1155(X0, X1, X2)" is the target predicate, i.e., the predicate
that a hypothesis is searched for. Each comma separated list of predicates is one dis-
junction, each is terminated by a period. The predicates, as stated before, have to be
well-dened in the background knowledge. Finally the parameters \X0", \X1", and \X2"
describe the instance of the set of objects, (X0;X1;X2) =: x 2 U.
The translation and execution of the clauses in the Prolog interpreter can be con-
sidered as the phenotype of the individuals. This is the actual problem space and is hence
the domain of the tness function. In GeLog the pay-o is evaluated in two steps: First
the number of correctly classied examples is evaluated, and second, penalties are as-
signed for complex individuals (with accordance to occam's razor (Mitchell, 1997)). The
weighting of these tness contributions can be specied problem dependently.2 THE GELOG FRAMEWORK 8
2.3.2 Selection
For each run of GeLog, the selection operator that will be used can be changed. The
following list shows the available selection operators:
Roulette Wheel (Fitness Proportional) the higher the tness of an individual the greater
the probability that it will be selected.
Rank Selection the higher the rank of an individual the greater the probability that it
will be selected.
Elitism the rst of the ttest individuals are selected.
2.3.3 Recombination
GeLog uses two recombination operators:
Predicates: recombines two disjunctions by doing single or multi-crossover (subject to
conguration).
Disjunctions: recombines two individuals by exchanging disjunctions.
2.3.4 Mutation
Following mutation operators are used in GeLog:
Predicates: insertion and deletion, a disjunction in the individual is randomly cho-
sen, and in the selected disjunction a new predicate with a new allocation is inserted
(specialization) or a randomly chosen predicate is deleted (generalization).
Disjunctions: insertion and deletion, a randomly chosen disjunction is erased from
the individual.
Variables: insertion, inserts a new unbound variable into a randomly chosen predicate
(of a randomly chosen disjunction)
Variables: substitutions, either a variable of the target predicate is chosen to replaces
an existing variable in a randomly chosen predicate (of a randomly chosen disjunc-
tion) or a variable within the randomly chosen disjunction is chosen to replace any
other variable in the same disjunction.
2.3.5 Meta Evolution and Parameter Adaption
Besides these basic genetic algorithm features, GeLog has been extended by parameter
adaption and meta evolution (Erk, 2001). With parameter adaption the recombination
or mutation operators are used with changing probability depending on the eect they
have on the tness.
Meta evolution is a technique in which many populations are evolved in parallel,
in order to exchange the best individuals. Thus, not only a higher diversity in the meta
population is achieved, but also a dierent part of the search space can be concentrated on2 THE GELOG FRAMEWORK 9
per population. Afterwards the solutions can be evolved in another population, hopefully
exchanging the good building blocks.
This procedure holds the danger, that local optima are converged to fast. If the
building blocks, that yielded these local optima do not combine to a global optimum (or
greater local optimum), the GA might be stuck 3.3.
2.3.6 Problems
Although the test results of GeLog (Sander, 2000; Haselmann, 2000) are very promising,
the results of some of the tests, especially on the \Tic Tac Toe" example (cf. 5), indi-
cate that some improvements are necessary. The genetic material levels out to fast, as
presumably it prematurely converges to local optima.
As one will see in the following sections, this is due to some design issues in GeLog:
(1) The representation of the individuals as symbolic expression is problematic for the
implicit parallel processing in GAs. In addition, the particular structure, which in-
cludes variables, predicates, and disjunctions, does not determine, how solutions are
to be improved.
(2) The genetic operators follow a problem specic design, which does not regard the
dynamics of a GA. Also, mutation is applied with the same or even higher probability
as mutation. This is very GA-unlike, as it resembles more a random enumeration,
than an algorithm, that improves solutions by recombining them. It is not suggested,
that such a strategy may never work, but if does not (as in this case), why not stick
to a controllable method.
(3) Parameter adaption is to be applied with care, for easy problems it may help to
achieve a faster convergence. However, on hard problems it can also accelerate the
premature convergence to local optima, since the operators that yielded the observed
t instances of building blocks, do not necessarily lead out of the local extremum. In
contrary, they may even keep the solutions in the same part of the search space.
(4) Meta evolution can only be used in a limited sense. This is due to an implementation
problem concerning the Prolog interpreter interface.
These problems are revisited in Section 4
The following section explains the functionality of genetic algorithms. Furthermore, it
is explained what type of problems are hard for genetic algorithms to solve. Finally some
approaches that try to solve GA-hard problems are introduced.3 BUILDING BLOCKS AND LINKAGE 10
3 Building Blocks and Linkage
As explained in the previous section, genetic algorithms nd (sub-)optimal solutions by
combining solutions that have been identied as being better than the rest. In other words,
an individual solution of the current generation is composed of parts of two solutions that
payed o above average in the previous generation. This section explains how this works
in detail. It introduces the schema theorem as formulated by Holland (1975, 1992) and
demonstrates which problems are hard to solve for GAs.
Furthermore, extended GAs, that address these weaknesses of the simple reproductive
plans, are introduced. Thereafter some \building block solutions" for other artical evo-
lutionary techniques|such as the genetic programming approach|are briey presented.
3.1 Schemata
Since unexploited properties in a search space may hold the key to an (quasi) optimal
performance, an adaptive algorithm should examine all properties and those that perform
well (Holland, 1992). This implies that structures have to be compared with respect to
the average performance.
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0
1*0 00*
*** 00*
1*0 ***
f(x;y) = (3   jx   3j)(3   jy   3j)
Figure 3.1: Example of Schemata
A schema is a template that stores the similarity of two chromosomes. In case of
(xed-size) strings it spans a set of strings with certain properties at certain positions,
e.g.:
h10*1*i := f10010;10011;10110;10111g1 (3.1)
1Where `*' depicts the \don't care" symbol3 BUILDING BLOCKS AND LINKAGE 11
In Figure 3.1 schemata are illustrated. Here the search space is dened by the following
function:
f : D  D ! R; where D := fd 2 Nj0  d  6g;and
f(x;y) = (3   jx   3j)(3   jy   3j):
The maximum is 9, for which x = 3 and y = 3.
Let S be the binary representation of the search space, a A 2 S a binary string:
A := (a5a4 :::a0) (with ai 2 f0;1g). Thus the rst three bits code for x and the last
three bits code for y, i.e, x = (a5a4a3)2 and y = (a2a2a0)2. Since D is restricted to the
interval [0;6], all bit strings whose rst three or last three bits have the value `1' do not
lie in the search space, thus
S = fA = (a5a4 :::a0)jai 2 f0;1g ^ :((a5 = a4 = a3 = 1) _ (a2 = a1 = a0 = 1))
f(A) = 0
f(A) = 1
f(A) = 2
f(A) = 3
f(A) = 4
f(A) = 6
f(A) = 9
none
***|00*
***|***
1*0|***
domain of function
Figure 3.2: The search space represented by the (hamming) distance of its structures. The
mapping from six to two dimensions is done by a non-linear distance respecting mapping
(Sammon, 1969).
An elegant way of illustrating schemata is presented in Figure 3.2. The individual
structures are represented by a position on a two-dimensional array. The positions resem-
ble the hamming distance each individual has to one another, thus illustrating similarity
of the individuals. The mapping technique respects the distances between the individuals.
It is therefore non-linear. This mapping technique is also called Sammon mapping, since
it was developed by Sammon (1969). In this example the schemata from the previous
example are used, connected with red and green lines respectively. The objective function
values are demonstrated by squares of dierent size and color. Further investigations on
how to use Sammon mapping in schema visualization can be found elsewhere (Collins,
1998; Pohlheim, 1999).
The template string 1*0|*** represents all individuals that contain a `1' at the rst
and a `0' at the third position. All other bits may have any value. Thus the y value is
not specied at all but completely arbitrary. For the rst three bits the sub bit strings3 BUILDING BLOCKS AND LINKAGE 12
in question are (100)2  4 and (110)2  6. The template ***|00*, on the other hand
represents the y values 0 and 1, with arbitrary x values.
The combination of both templates results in the following template:
1*0|00* := h***|00*i \ h1*0|***i  f(4;0);(4;1);(6;0);(6;1)g:
Let the pay-o function  : S ! R be dened as the previously dened function f:
(A) = f((a5a4a3)2;(a2;a1;a0)2):
Since f is dened on D  D there are card(D)  card(D) = 7  7 = 49 solutions. The
average pay-o ^  is therefore the average of all these solutions (the entire search space as
indicated in red in Figure 3.1):
^  :=
P
A2S
(A)
49
=
6 P
x=0
6 P
y=0
f(x;y)
49
= 2:25:
In order to compare the quality of a schema, its average pay-o is to be compared
with the total average pay-o. For example schema 1*0|*** (see the green lines in Figure
3.1) spans 14 solutions, since it expands to 110|*** and 100|***: two dierent values
for x and arbitrary y values, of which there are 7. The average pay-o is thus evaluated
as follows:
P
x2f4;6g
6 P
y=0
f(x;y)
14
 1:2857:
The schema ***|00* (blue lines in Figure 3.1) has an average value of
6 P
x=0
P
y2f0;1g
f(x;y)
14
 0:6429:
The combined schema 1*0|00* (magenta circles in Figure 3.1) spans 4 solutions:
x 2 f4;6g ^ y 2 f0;1g: P
x2f4;6g
P
y2f0;1g
f(x;y)
4
= 0:5:
Since the average pay-o values of all schemata are below the overall average pay-o
value, neither contributes to an improvement. Whereas, for example, the average pay-o
of schema ***|01* is about 3:21. Therefore solutions that contain this schema are on
average|or put dierently, with a higher probability|tter and should be selected to be
recombined to new, even better solutions.
Any individual, however, is an instance of 2l schemata (with l the number of bits in the
individual). 100|010, for example, is instance of all schemata that have six to zero xed
positions with the same bit value as the individual, such as 1**|*10, *00|010, etc.. Thus,
100|010 is an instance of 64 schemata. It is therefore essential for a genetic algorithm to
choose individuals that represent many schemata, which pay-o better than the average.3 BUILDING BLOCKS AND LINKAGE 13
3.2 The Schema Theorem
The rst to investigate how schemata are processed was Holland (1992). In this subsection
it is explained what eect genetic operators, i.e., recombination and mutation, have on
schemata, but also how solutions should be selected to form new, better solutions.
3.2.1 Selection
Let A(t) be the current population and ^ (t) =
P
Ai2A(t)
(Ai)
n
(where n = card(A)) the
average pay-o of the population. Furthermore, let m(H;t) be the number of instances
of the schema H at time t. For tness proportional selection the number of instances of
the schema H in the next generation will be:
m(H;t + 1) = m(H;t)
(H;t)
^ (t)
: (3.2)
This leads directly to the discovery that schemata exhibiting an above-average tness
receive exponentially increasing instances of structures.
Let H be a schema that has a tness that pays o above average, (H;t) = ^ (t)(1+c),
where c is constant:
m(H;t + 1) = m(H;t)
^ (t)  (1 + c)
^ (t)
= (1 + c)m(H;t)
= (1 + c)  (1 + c)  m(H;t   1) = :::
,
m(H;t) = m(H;0)  (1 + c)
t:
(3.3)
This result raises the question, whether the fact, that individuals that pay-o above
average receive exponentially increasing trials, is a desirable property.
k-Armed Bandit Holland (1992) and others argued that the fact the reproductive
(genetic) plans assign exponentially increasing trials to structures that are observed to
perform better than the average is a good strategy (Holland, 1992; Goldberg, 1989). This
is depicted by the so called Two-armed Bandit Problem. A two-armed bandit is a slot
machine with two independent arms. Each arm has its individual mean value 1;2 and
variance 2
1;2
2. It is given that 1  2 (without loss of generality), although one does
not know which arm is associated with the higher mean value. Thus, in order to play the
arm that pays o best, one has to nd out which arm is associated with higher loss (or
win respectively).
One way to solve the dilemma is to assign a small number of trials (n) to an experiment
phase, in order to nd out which arm performs best. The remaining N  n trials are then
used on the best arm. The expected loss can be evaluated as follows:
L(N;n) = j1   2j 
 
(N   n)q(n) + n(1   q(n))

;
where q(n) represents the probability that best and worst arm were falsely identied.
In order to maximize the probability that the observed arm is in fact the best one,
one has to optimize the experiment size.
L(N;n)  L(N;n
)3 BUILDING BLOCKS AND LINKAGE 14
Holland (1992) proved that n trials should be allocated to the worse arm, in order to
minimize the loss:
n
  b
2 ln

N2
8b4 lnN2

; where b =
1
1 2 (3.4)
The loss is then:
L
(N) 
b2(1   2)
N
 
2 + ln
N2
8b4 lnN2

By converting Equation 3.4 one can see that|in order to minimize the expected loss|
one has to allocate more than exponentially increasing trials to the observed best arm
(Goldberg, 1989):
N   n
 
p
8b4 lnN2e
n
2b2: (3.5)
Furthermore, it can be shown, that this equation holds true not only for a two-variable
problem but also for a k-variable one (Holland, 1992; Goldberg, 1989). It is therefore
applicable to the schema processing in genetic algorithms, i.e., it proves the assumption,
that tness proportional selection maximizes the average pay-o.
3.2.2 Recombination
Let l be the length of a schema H, pc the crossover probability, and (H) the dening
length of the schema|that is, the gap between two dening (xed) positions, starting
with 1 (e.g., H = *1***0**;(H) = 4). The probability that a schema is disrupted
is
(H)
l 1 , the probability of survival is therefore 1  
(H)
l 1 . Combined with the crossover
probability this yields:
ps  1   pc
(H)
l   1
: (3.6)
Inserted into the selection equation (3.2):
m(H;t + 1) = m(H;t) 
(H;t)
^ (t)

1   pc 
(H)
l   1

: (3.7)
3.2.3 Mutation
Let o(H) be the order of a schemata|that is, the number of xed positions (e.g, H =
*1***0**, o(H) = 2)|pm the mutation probability. The survival probability for a single
xed position is hence 1   pm. This leads to the survival probability (1   pm)o(H) for the
schema (Holland, 1992; Goldberg, 1989):
m(H;t + 1) = m(H;t) 
(H;t)
^ (t)

1   pc 
(H)
l   1

 (1   pm)
o(H): (3.8)
3.2.4 Building Block Hypothesis
\Just as a child creates magnicent fortresses through the arrangement
of simple blocks of wood, so does the genetic algorithm seek near optimal
performance through the juxtaposition of short, low order, high-performance
schemata, or building blocks." Goldberg (1989, p. 41)3 BUILDING BLOCKS AND LINKAGE 15
This formulation is often referred to as the Building Block Hypothesis. Although it
can help to give an idea, how genetic algorithms function, it does not take into account
the dynamics of the genetic algorithm (Grefenstette, 1992). Thus, the explanation of
what makes problems hard to solve for a genetic algorithm cannot be exhaustively with
the underlying simplication, i.e., the Building Block Hypothesis (Forrest and Mitchell,
1993).
3.3 Deception
One of the problems of genetic algorithms is called \deception" (Goldberg, 1989; Grefen-
stette, 1992). In short, this problem arises when the recombination of two building blocks
that have been identied as paying o above average is worse than the recombination of
building blocks that have a lower tness. This is the case if local optima are surrounded
by areas that have a low tness.
To illustrate this property Goldberg has introduced the minimal deception problem
(MDP): the individuals' strings' length is 2, thus there are 4 dierent solutions:
1. A00 := 00
2. A01 := 01
3. A10 := 10
4. A11 := 11
Furthermore, there are eight schemata of order 1:
1. A0 := 0*
2. A1 := 1*
3. A0 := *0
4. A1 := *1
Let (A11) be the global optimum, thus,
(A11) > (A00) ^ (A11) > (A01) ^ (A11) > (A10)
but
(H0) > (H1) ^ (H0) > (H1):
There are two cases for which this holds true (a graphical interpretation is shown in
Figure 3.3):
1. (A01) > (A00)
2. (A00) > (A01)3 BUILDING BLOCKS AND LINKAGE 16
f(A)
00
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11
(a)
f(A)
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01
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11
(b)
Figure 3.3: Minimal Deception Problem of order two: (a) MDP 1: (A01) > (A00) and
(b) MDP 2: (A00) > (A01)
(Grefenstette, 1992) showed that not all deceptive problems are hard for GAs to solve,
nor are all hard problems necessarily deceptive|an assumption also made by (Forrest
and Mitchell, 1993). However, there is a signicant relation between GA hard problems
and deception.
Since deception may therefore lower the performance of a GA, it should be avoided
whenever possible, because it is almost impossible to tell beforehand whether a GA is
adversely aected by deception or not.
Deception corresponds to what in biology is called epistasis, non-linearity (i.e., the
optimum can not be achieved by a linear combination of the best building blocks).
One way to overcome the problem of the controverting growth associated with this
non-linearity is the reordering of the chromosome.
For example, schemata 1*** and ***1 exhibit an above-average tness, in contrast to
schemata 0*** and ***0, which perform well. Schema 0**0, on the other hand, is much
better than schema 1**1. A tightly linked schema 11** has a higher probably of being
exchanged by a schema, say, 00**. Thus overcoming the local optimum with relatively
low eort. The following section shows, how reordering can be achieve. Thus overcoming
the local optimum with relatively low eort. The following section shows, how reordering
can be achieved.
3.4 Early Approaches
One of the rst approaches was introduced by Bagley (in Goldberg (1989)). He used a
position independent coding that later became known as \messy coding": the chromo-
some does not only contain the alleles (i.e., the values of the genes), but also the locus
(i.e., the position the gene encodes). A gene thus consists of a pair of locus and allele
(locus;allele). A chromosome that is conventionally coded as follows:
10110111,
might have the following messy encoding:
(3;1)(4;0)(7;1)(0;1)(2;1)(5;1)(1;0)(6;1).
Besides the usual mutation and recombination operators an additional inversion operator
changes the position of the genes and alters so the linkage of building blocks.3 BUILDING BLOCKS AND LINKAGE 17
This approach results in the problem of over- or underspecication of genes, since after
crossover a gene of a specic locus may appear more than once or not at all.
Example 3.1
For example, crossing genes
0357|482916
1010|011010
and
3942|156078
0011|001101
results in genes
0357|156078
1010|001101
and
3942|482916
0011|011010:
Bagley therefore restricted recombination to those cases where the ordering was such,
that no under- or overspecication occured.
A more sophisticated crossover operator was introduced by (Goldberg, 1989). The
partially matched crossover operator (PMX) does not work like a conventional crossover.
Instead two corresponding crossover points are chosen in the parent individuals. Not only
the genes in the transfer material, but also the genes that have the same locus in the mate
are exchanged, thus avoiding under- or overspecication. The following example explains
the mode of function:
Example 3.2
For the sake of readability only the loci, not the alleles, of the chromosomes are specied:
parents:
P0 := 0 3 5 7 4 | 8 2 9 | 1 6
P1 := 3 9 4 2 1 | 5 6 0 | 7 8
rst step:
C0 := 0 3 8 7 4 | 5 2 9 | 1 6
C1 := 3 9 4 2 1 | 8 6 0 | 7 5
second step:
C0 := 0 3 8 7 4 | 5 6 9 | 1 2
C1 := 3 9 4 6 1 | 8 2 0 | 7 5
third step:
C0 := 9 3 8 7 4 | 5 6 0 | 1 2
C1 := 3 0 4 6 1 | 8 2 9 | 7 5
All early approaches have been less successful than expected. There may be two
reasons for this,
(1) as stated before, not all hard problems for a GA are hard because of deception, or
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(2) selection and recombination are to some extent contradictory types of dynamics: there
are some indications that inversion operators of the same or similar kind as described
are not reordering the chromosome fast enough, i.e., that selection prevents linkage
learning ((Frantz 1992) in Harik (1997)).
3.5 Messy Genetic Algoritms
In order to nd a remedy for this, (Goldberg et al., 1990) introduced what they called
the messy genetic algorithm (mGA). In contrast to the inversion operator approaches, the
linkage learning and selection operations are separated into two phases:
1. A primordial phase with the initialization, in which all possible building blocks of
a specied order are created. Afterwards treshold selection is applied: for each set
of similar individuals, the best instances are selected, thus, increasing the number
of good building blocks and decreasing the population size.
2. A juxtapositional phase, which resembles a normal genetic algorithm, as building
blocks are recombined (and potentially mutated).
These steps are executed levelwise, that is, the procedure starts with building blocks
of order 1. After the juxtapositional phase the individuals should be optimal with respect
to order 1. In the following step building blocks of order 2 are generated, thereby using
the order-1 optimal individuals as templates (i.e., their genes are used for the positions,
that are not dened by the building blocks of order 2).
The problem of under- and overspecication remains for mGAs, since they also use
messy encoding for the genes (i.e., the genes contain the allele and the locus) and a so
called cut-and-splice operator, that cuts a chromosome in two parts, or combines two
chromosomes into one (cf. Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.4: Cut-and-splice operator as used by the messy genetic algorithm
Overspecication is handled in a straightforward manner: the gene that appears rst
in the chromosome is the dening one. Thus, the messy chromosome (1;1)(0;0)(1;0) will
be translated into the conventional chromosome 01.
Underspecied chromosomes are lled with the genes of a template that is optimal to
the previous order. For example, the underspecied messy chromosome (0;0) would be
completed to 01, for a problem of length 2 and corresponding template (1;1)(0;1).
It could be shown, that the mGA was able to solve problems previously considered as
hard. However, the time complexity of the initialization in each level is O(lk), where l is
the chromosome length and k is the building block order.3 BUILDING BLOCKS AND LINKAGE 19
3.6 Fast Messy Genetic Algoritms
The fast messy genetic algorithm approach tried to reduce this complexity by not enumer-
ating all of the building blocks in the primoridial phase Goldberg et al. (1993). Instead,
a so called probabilisticylly complete initialization is used. By using strings with a length
greater than k for order k schemata, a smaller number of strings have to be dened. Let
l0 < k be the string length, for string size l0 and l genes, there are
 l
l0

dierent gene com-
binations. A string of length l0 can contain a gene combination of length k out of l genes
in
 l k
l0 k

ways. Thus, the probability that a string of length l0 contains a gene combination
of size k (with l the total number of genes) is (
l k
l0 k)
(
l
l0) . Thus choosing a population size of
(
l
l0)
(
l k
l0 k), with high probability, there will be a string containing the sought-after building
block.
The order-k building blocks have to be extracted from the strings of length l0. This
is done by building block ltering. The strings are duplicated (using threshold selection),
whereupon genes are randomly deleted. The process is repeated until the strings' lengths
are close to k.
Afterwards the juxtapositional phase is applied, as in the original messy GA.
Although the results were very promising|for some experiments the function eval-
uation number could be almost reduced to the half|it turned out, that building block
ltering is not very stable.
3.7 Gene Expression Messy GA
Another messy genetic algorithm was developed by Kargupta (1996, 1997). In his gene
expressing messy genetic algorithm (GEMGA), he uses chromosomes that contain not
only the locus and the allele, but also a so called capacity, which is related to the linkage
learning facilities of this algorithm. In addition the chromosome also contains a list of
weighted lists, that is called linkage set.
It is emphasized that the population size must be large enough to contain at least one
instance of an optimal order-k schema, a requirement that is met if the population size
is 2k  c, where c is a factor depending on the distribution of the objective values over
instances of this schema (for binary strings).
The GEMGA algorithm is organized in two phases:
(1) primordial phase: in which the order-k relations (i.e., the order-k schemata) are
determined.
 The transcription phase I operator evaluates the contribution of the genes to
the instances of the optimal schema (of which it is not known what it looks like).
This is done by ipping each gene's allele: if the tness increases, the original
allele does not contribute to the optimal schema, the capacity (to change) is
therefore set to 1, if it decreases, on the other hand, the capacity is 0, since it
might contribute to the optimal class.
 The transcription phase II collects all genes in a chromosome that have zero
capacity and compares them to a set of a randomly chosen chromosomes, that is
created in the same way. The intersection of the two sets is formed (genes that
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This set is either added to the former chromosome's list, or, if the set is already
present in this list, the weight of this set is increased.
After some iterations a ll matrix A is build, in which gijinA is the probability
that gene i occurs, when gene j is in a linkage set. All genes of one row with a
specic probability are added to the same linkage set, whose weight is set to the
average of the pairwise probabilities of the contained genes.
(2) juxtapositional phase:
 the schemata that have been identied as good, are manifolded. For this purpose
a class selection is performed: two individuals are randomly picked, the one
with the higher tness is marked. The genes in the linkage sets of the marked
chromosome are copied to the other, if the maximum weight of all linkages in
the latter is less than the weight of the linkage set of the former.
In addition standard string selection is used. Kargupta uses tournament selec-
tion, an operator, which will be explained in Section 4.5.1.
 recombination is done by randomly picking an individual and selecting its maxi-
mum weighted linkage set, another individual is selected, and the corresponding
genes are exchanged, if the disrupted linkage sets in the latter chromosome have
a smaller weight than the maximum weight of the former.
3.8 Linkage Learning GA
One of the recent eorts in linkage learning was introduced by (Harik, 1997). In the
linkage learning genetic algorithm (LLGA) tight linkage of building blocks is obtained by
a combination of a particular crossover operator, the exchange crossover operator, and
coding of the chromosome. The encoding of the genes is messy, like in the messy GAs.
However, instead of having the usual string representation, the LLGA chromosomes are
better conceived as strings. Furthermore, they can be thought of as being of innite
length.
It is assumed that there is only one building block of order k on the chromosome.
Thus k genes dene the building block, and k gaps lie between the dening genes. Figure
3.5 illustrates the situation for a chromosome that contains a building block of order 3.
gene 3
gene 2 gene 1
gap y1
gap y2 gap y3
Figure 3.5: Linkage Learning GA Chromosome with building block of order 33 BUILDING BLOCKS AND LINKAGE 21
As will see shortly, the crossover operator is a two point one. Thus the building block
will not be disrupted, if and only if both crossover points lie in exactly one of the k gaps.
The probability of that happening is  :=
k P
i=1
y2
i, where
P
yi = 1.
The maximum linkage of a building block is therefore  = 1, which resembles the
situation when the dening positions of the building block coincidence. The minimum
linkage of  = 1=k(=
k P
i=1
1=k2) occurs, when all dening positions are equally distributed
on the ring.
In Figure 3.6 the functionality of the exchange crossover operator is illustrated. The
recombination is directional, that is, there is a receiving and a donating chromosome.
Also the chromosome's expression direction is xed. In the donor the transfer material is
randomly chosen, which will be injected into the recipient at a random location. In the
example in Figure 3.6 the gene sequence (3;1) (5;1) is grafted in the location indicated
by the line. The resulting ospring is overspecied, that is, a gene is specied more than
once. In the last step this overspecication is resolved by rst-come-rst-served strategy.
The starting point of interpretation be the gene (2;1) at the top, the gene (3;1) remains,
since the locus 3 appears for the rst time, (5;1) also remains. Hence, (5;0) is removed,
just like (3;0).
(4,0)
(3,1)
(5,1) (1,0)
(2,1)
(2,1)
(5,0)
(1,1) (3,0)
(4,0)
(a) (b)
(2,1)
(3,1)
(5,1)
(5,0) (1,1)
(3,0)
(4,0)
(2,1)
(3,1)
(5,1) (1,1)
(4,0)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6: The exchange crossover operator in LLGA: (a) donor, (b) recipient, (c) the
overspecied ospring, and (d) the purged ospring
Harik explains in his work, what impact this operator has on the linkage of the con-
tained building block. He assumes that a population eventually consists of a large amount
of deceptive and a small amount of optimal building blocks (and a small amount of bad
building blocks). In fact he proves that the exchange operator improves the linkage situ-
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(1) Linkage skew (optimal building block donor, deceptive building block recipient): as
under selection the distribution of individuals skews towards those with higher tness,
under the exchange operator the distribution of individuals skews toward those with
higher linkage,
(2) Linkage shift(deceptive building block donor, optimal building block recipient): the
surviving building blocks receive a higher linkage
Harik points out that selection is a force that has to be slowed down. He suggests two
methods of controlling selection:
(1) Restricted tournament selection (RTS): this selection operator will be explained in
detail in Section 4.5.2. Instead of competing for any slot in the population, individuals
compete for slots that contain similar individuals, thus keeping up diversity. Although
Harik found, that RTS works for small scale problems, but does not for scale up very
well.
(2) Probabilistic Expression (PE): each gene on the chromosome appears twice, with the
actual allele and the opposite one. By choosing a random start point for the inter-
pretation, the chromosome can represent dierent conventional chromosomes. Thus,
even if an allele has leveled out in the population, it can be revived by an interpreta-
tion shift, allowing a high level of diversity. Dierent probabilities for interpretations
are attained by tighter or looser linkage of genes.
Although on uniformly-scaled problems (genes contribute to the tness in a linear mat-
ter) the LLGA did not perform any better than simple genetic algorithms, on exponentially-
scaled problems (tness contribution of one gene dominates the contribution of a number
of others) the LLGA outperformed the simple genetic algorithm.
3.9 Employing Problem Specic Knowledge
It has been proposed that employing problem specic knowledge can improve a genetic
algorithm's optimization behavior. Grefenstette (1989) suggests four dierent levels of
utilization of such additional knowledge:
(1) heuristic initialization of the population,
(2) problem specic implementation of the recombination operator,
(3) problem dependent design of the GAs' structures (i.e., chromosomes), and
(4) the application of local search for the ne-tuning of the optimization solutions.
All of these techniques have been reported to work in various approaches.
Both (2) problem specic recombination operators and (3) problem specic chromo-
some design have been partly incorporated into GeLog (Sander, 2000; Haselmann, 2000).
As already indicated (cf. Section 2.3.6) this approach implies some risks.
On the one hand, it has to bear in mind, that the implicit parallelism, as illustrated in
Section 3.1, is preserved, or to put it another way, the algorithm must allow to enumerate
all relations, in order to be able to generate instances of the optimal classes. The problem
speci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lose potentially good building blocks, either. As we will see in the example of seeding, this
is a very common problem associated with problem specic knowledge. On the other hand,
the particular operators and structures should also allow linkage learning as described in
the previous sub-sections. Otherwise deception may prevent the algorithm from nding
a global solution.
Grefenstette (1989) used seeding, i.e., the heuristic initialization of a population, on
the travelling-salesman problem (TSP).
The TSP can be stated as follows: let (Di;j) be an n  n matrix of distances between
cities. Find a round trip , such that it is the shortest:
n 2 X
i=0
D(i)(i+1) + D(1)(n) = min
(
n 2 X
i=0
D(i)(i+1) + D(1)(n)
)
:
Since the cost of the edges is known, it is reasonable to use this information for the
creation of the rst population. To compare the results of the genetic algorithm with and
without exploiting this knowledge, three dierent initial populations where generated:
A Cities are randomly connected, such that all edges appear in the population.
B Cities are connected in a probabilistic greedy fashion. Some cities are chosen randomly,
and out of this selection window the city, that has the shortest distance to the current
one (which was also randomly chosen), is chosen. This is repeated until the the tour
is complete. The whole procedure is repeated for all tours in the initial population.
C Cities are connected in a deterministic greedy manner. A randomly picked city is
connected with a remaining city that as the shortest distance to the current one.
Iterations like in the probabilistic case.
The tours in all cases are in general not optimal, the rst connections are relatively short,
whereas in the later segments longer distances have to be accepted. Thus, optimization
is still necessary. In the long run cases A and B showed hardly any dierences. Although
GA B started out better, used the additional knowledge, the fully randomly initialized
algorithm is quickly able to generate the good schemata.
For the deterministic initialized genetic algorithm (C) the situation is dierent. It
outperforms the other two algorithms in the beginning, but levels out, since it loses
building blocks quickly.
Some more tests were conducted with mixed initial populations, which showed no
remarkable improvement to the GA, that starts out with a fully random population.
Grefenstette's concludes, that carefully seeding the initial population with problem spe-
cic knowledge may help to lead it faster convergence. However, great care must be taken,
that no alleles are lost at an early stage, resulting in premature convergence.
The results were conrmed by Darwen and Yao (1995). Their experiments on the it-
erated prisoner's dilemma (explained in the same work), they seeded a population with a
number of solutions, that were gained deterministically. They concluded that by initializ-
ing the population with 10% known solutions, thereby randomly generating the remaining
individuals, the best results could be achieved. Darwin an Yao ascribed this to the fact
that the initial population was diverse enough, i.e., still contained the required building
blocks, and the seeds included schemata that were yet to nd by the unseeded GA.
Julstrom (1994) uses seeding in an genetic algorithm, that minimizes the length of rec-
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seeded with one relatively good individual that has been generated using a deterministic
technique. The algorithm outperformed the genetic algorithm that was initialized with
random individuals.
Schultz and Grefenstette (1990) use a seeding approach in their genetic algorithm
Samuel, which aims at developing tactical plans for aircrafts to avoid missiles. Individ-
uals in Samuel are set of rules, each individual condition-action rule is symbolic expres-
sion, dening how to react on specic sensor data. An initial population is not created
completely randomly, instead a so called adaptive initialization is performed: the initial
rule sets only consist of maximally general rules, which are specied in the forth-going
evolution.
The objective function is a numerical pay-o, that provides information about how
successful the aircraft could evade a missile.
Two dierent methods of incorporating problem specic knowledge|i.e, rules, which
can be manually derived|have been investigated:
(1) Homogeneous population initialization: the initial set of rules consist partly of the
maximally general and the heuristic rules, where the heuristic rules are given a higher
strength, that is, if a condition appears, these rules are favored over the general ones.
(2) Heterogeneous population initialization: the initial population contains rule sets com-
pletely consisting of the maximally general rules, plus some rule sets that are com-
pletely heuristic.
Grefenstette and Schultz showed, that both the homogeneous and the heterogeneous
initialization approaches slightly outperform the adaptive initialization procedure. They
concluded that seeding the population ensures, that the entire rule set space is exploited.
An observation that does not necessarily argue for seeding in general, but might also
indicate that the adaptive initialization practice, which is combined with a so called
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4 Application to the GeLog Framework
The following section illustrates the changes that were applied to the GeLog framework,
which was briey introduced in Section 2.3. First the modications that were applied to
the data structures are explained, then the impact the changes have on the program is
illustrated. Finally the operators, which were implemented in order to achieve linkage
learning and seeding are introduced.
4.1 Approach
The approach chosen for GeLog is the that of a Linkage Learning GA (LLGA) as explained
in Section 3.8. The reasons for this decision are the following:
1. It oers a relatively good scalability, since no further processing|other than re-
combination|is required.
2. The genotypic representation is appropriate for GeLog. Although the chromosome
structure had to be changed altogether, it is still relatively convenient to reconvert
to and from the previously used data structures.
3. Moreover, the apparently reasonable theory of the LLGA and the promising results,
suggested an application to the GeLog framework.
The probabalistic expression (PE) as suggested by Harik (Harik, 1997) is not used
for the maintenance of diversity, instead tournament selection and restricted tournament
selection are used 4.5.2.
Parameter adaption and meta evolution (Erk, 2001) have been removed for the time
being. This has been done for the sake of a better comparability.
4.2 Chromosome
As illustrated in Section 2.3 GeLog was designed as a compound of both a genetic algo-
rithm and a genetic programming framework. The genotypes in GeLog are represented
by a so called object graph (Sander, 2000), which allows for a direct transformation into
the data structures used in logic programming. However, this representation is not ideal
for the processing of building blocks in genetic algorithms. Not only is there evidence
(Holland, 1992) that short alphabets have a positive impact on the implicit parallelism,
but also for the linkage learning a chromosome of xed length seems more appropriate.
It is important that the entire search space is explicitly represented in one individual.
Except for the necessary changes in the genotype representation, the new version
tried to stay as close to the original representation as possible. As in the original work,
each individual contains a number of disjunctions. Thus, in the current version the same
number of chromosomes is used, as each chromosome represents one disjunction. A gene,
or bit string in the chromosome represents a conjunction.
The length l of the chromosome is therefore:
l =
X
p2B
arity(t)
arity(p):4 APPLICATION TO THE GELOG FRAMEWORK 26
With a number v of additional variables that are allowed in the predicates this can be
transformed into
l =
X
p2B
(arity(t) + v)
arity(p):
Let pn(x) be the nth predicate of the background knowledge with allocation x = (x0;:::;xm);
where 0  xi < (arity(t) + v), and m = arity(pn). The locus of this mapping can be
calculated as follows:
locus(pn(x)) =
n 1 X
j=0
(arity(t) + v)
arity(pj) +
arity(pn) 1 X
i=0
xi  (arity(t) + v)
i:
The following example will illustrate how the locus of a predicate mapping is obtained.
Example 4.1
Let the background knowledge be:
female/1
parents/3
and the target predicate be: daughter(X0, X1)
additional variables: v = 2, thus there may be variable X0..X3
The length of the chromosomes is hence
l = (arity(daughter) + v)
arity(female) + (arity(daughter) + v)
arity(parents)
= 4
1 + 4
3
= 68
locus(parents(X3,X1,X1)) = (arity(daughter) + v)
arity(female) + 3  (arity(daughter) + v)
0
+ 1  (arity(daughter) + v)
1 + 1  (arity(daughter) + v)
2
= 4
1 + 3 + 1  4 + 1  16
= 27
4.2.1 Messy Coding
The coding of the genes is messy, that is, their position in the bit string is not xed
but they may oat around. This representation has been chosen in accordance with the
linkage learning genetic algorithm. Thus the genes do not only contain the bit, that
reports whether the predicate with a specic allocation is present, but also the locus (e.
g., (23, 0) or (45, 1)). A gene's predicate allocation is not determined by the gene's
position in the bit string but by its locus, which is in general dierent from the position
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4.2.2 Problems
It is quite obvious that the length of the chromosomes is increasing exponentially with the
arity of the predicates of background knowledge and the arity of the target predicate. This
is problematic since the genes have messy coding, which means every single gene contains
a number as large as the chromosome's length. This is necessary, since the locus|the
position of the genes within the chromosome|has to be stored. For example, for 100
literals in the background knowledge, an average arity of 10, and a target predicate's
arity of 10 the chromosome length is 1012 a number that must be stored in all 1012 genes
of the chromosome. Just to clarify, this representation adds no complexity to the search
algorithm, neither representation allows to search all parts of the search space. But while
the former representation permitted to search larger spaces by focusing on very small
parts, the new chromosome restricts the algorithm to search spaces that can be fully
represented in a bit string.
4.3 Disjunctions
As in the original work, an individual solution may consist of more than one disjunction.
However, the number of disjunctions is now limited throughout one run. This limitation
was necessary to obtain comparable solutions, which is advantageous in order to keep a
high diversity during the articial evolution.
4.4 Mutation
The mutation operators used in GeLog, which operated on the disjunctions, the predicates,
and the variables separately, were no longer necessary. With the new representation, the
change of one single bit deletes or adds one mapping of a predicate. Thus a single
allocation, a predicate, or even a disjunction may be erased altogether by the change of
one bit. The following example illustrates this:
Example 4.2
Let the background knowledge be the same as in Example 4.1. For the sake of readability
the chromosome will be depicted as linear bit string without messy coding:
0010|0000|0100|0000|0100|0000|0000|0000|0100|0000|0000|0010|0000|0000|0000|0000|0000:
is equivalent to the structure:
female(X2), parents(X1, X1, X0), parents(X1, X3, X0),
parents(X1, X3, X1), parents(X2, X2, X2):
Two mutations are done:
 
0010|0000|0100|0010|0100|0000|0000|0000|0100|0000|0000|0000|0000|0000|0000|0000|0000:
This is equivalent to inserting a new predicate allocation (parents(X2, X2, X0)) and
deleting one (parents(X2, X2, X2)):
female(X2), parents(X1, X1, X0), parents(X2, X2, X0),
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This genotype representation takes into account, that the number of possible mappings
is exponentially increasing with the arity of the predicate. That means a predicate of
greater arity occupies exponentially more space in the domain than a smaller one. Due
to this fact the predicate should also gain a higher mutation probability.
As explained previously in genetic algorithms, mutation will ensure that the reproduc-
tive plan does not reside on a local optimum without exploiting other parts of the search
space. The greater the diversity in a genetic algorithm is the less dependant the plan is
on mutation. In GeLog it was attempted to maintain a high diversity. Mutation is hence
hardly applied since it has no improving impact on the solutions, but can advertently
sometimes destroy t building blocks.
This stands in contrast to the original work, in which high mutation rates were used,
thus obtaining highly random solutions. Since linkage learning depends on the eects of
recombination, this had to be changed.
4.5 Diversity
Selection is also critical in reproductive plans. As shown in Section 3 it is essential that
the observed best representatives of a trait receive exponentially increasing trials so that
the genetic algorithm converges towards the (sub-)optimum in as little time as possible.
However, linkage learning and selection of the ttest individual may impair each other
(Goldberg et al., 1990). It is especially necessary to maintain a large diversity in the
population. There is a great number of techniques to achieve this goal, especially in the
eld of multimodal optimization tasks. If more than one (sub-)optimum is needed, it
might be desirable to keep solutions in dierent part of the search space and optimize
these solutions individually. Therefore solutions are only replaced by better solutions, if
their distance is not too large.
Distance between chromosomes It is mostly appropriate to compare the genotypic
representation of the individuals, i. e., to evaluate the distance of the chromosomes.
One possible distance metric for bit strings is the Hamming distance, which equals the
sum of all dierence bits. This metric is also used in GeLog: the less bits dier in two
chromosomes (the greater the similarity is), the closer they are.
Distance between individuals Individual solutions consist of a xed number of chro-
mosomes. A distance measure can hence be dened as the sum of the chromosome-wise
Hamming distances:
m X
c=0
n X
i=0
jx
c
i   y
c
ij; where m is the number of chromosomes and n is the number of genes.
There is one weakness of this distance measure, however. It makes the assumption, that
corresponding chromosomes are always at the same position within the solution. But this
holds only true, if the genetic operators do not change the ordering of the individuals. If
disjunctions at dierent positions are exchanged, the above depicted distance measure for
individuals is not meaningful.
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solution with all the chromosomes in the other solution:
m X
c=0
m X
d=0
n X
i=0
jx
c
i y
d
i j; where m is the number of chromosomes and n is the number of genes.
The following, more precise solution tries to nd the corresponding chromosomes.
Thereby it is assumed, that those chromosomes correspond that have minimum distances.
A chromosome may have minimum distances to more than one chromosome, but since
unique pairs are needed, this ambiguity has to be solved.
Therefore for chromosomes that were chosen as minimum distant counterparts for more
than one chromosome, a post-selection has to be performed. All ambiguous chromosomes'
distances are evaluated once more, and the one whose relation of minimum distance and
second minimum distance is largest, i.e., whose correspondence to the current chromosome
is most probable, is selected. Then the distances are stored, the processed chromosomes
are deleted, and the process is repeated until no more chromosomes are present. The
following algorithm illustrates this process:
The algorithm's complexity is O(n3) in the number of chromosomes. Since distance
comparisons are needed very frequently, GeLog uses a variation of Algorithm 4.1. Instead
of nding the chromosome with the largest second best minimum distance in case of an
ambiguous minimum distance a chromosome is chosen randomly. This trade-o results
in a complexity of O(n2).
4.5.1 Tournament Selection
The selection operators implemented in GeLog proved to be to fast, thus, many of the
alleles were lost in an early stage of the genetic algorithm. Therefore selection operators
had to be implemented, that leave a high number of diverse individuals in the population.
At rst tournament selection was implemented: A number of individuals (say n)
is randomly picked, the tter of the n individuals is selected for recombination. This
selection operator is much slower. \Super-ndivdiduals"|i.e., individuals that are locally
optimal, and contain mostly deceptive building blocks, are avoided.
4.5.2 Restricted Tournament Selection
Restricted tournament selection is keeping an even higher level of diversity (Harik, 1997).
This selection operator is adopted from multiobjective optimization task, where not only
one but many optima have to be found. With restricted tournament selection (RTS)
individuals are not optimized absolutely but with respect to their structure. That can
be achieved as follows: two individuals are selected, crossover is performed yielding two
osprings A and B. A number (n) individuals are randomly selected for each of the two
individuals. Amongst the rst n individuals A is competing for the slot that exhibits the
greater similarity to A.
Similarity is measured by the distances of two individuals. In GeLog the previously
described distance metrics are used. If A has a greater tness than the individual currently
sitting in this spot, A replaces the current individual. Else the individual remains at its
position. The same tournament is performed for B.
Thus, for a number of slots the pay-o of the solutions is being increased, leaving
a large number of dierent structures in the population. The eect of this operator is
clari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C := chromosomes of rst individual
D := chromosomes of second individual
n := card(C) = card(D)
while C has more elements, D has more elements do
for all i, such that ci 2 C do
for all remaining n chromosomes dj 2 D in second individual do
distances[j][i] := distance between ci and dj
end for
end for
for all i, such that ci 2 C do
min distance[i] := jk, such that distances[jk][i] = min(distances[i0::in][j0::jn])
end for
for all j, such that dj 2 D do
for all i, such that min distance[i] = j do
flet jk = jg
distances[jk][il] =
maxf
minfdistances[j0][i0];:::;distances[jk 1][i0];distances[jk+1][i0];:::g
distances[jk][i0]
;
minfdistances[j0][i1];:::;distances[jk 1][i1];distances[jk+1][i1];:::g
distances[jk][in]
;
. . .
minfdistances[j0][in];:::;distances[jk 1][in];distances[jk+1][in];:::g
distances[jk][in]
g
end for
end for
dist := dist + distances[jk][il]
C := C fcilg
D := D fdjkg
end while
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4.6 Recombination
In the original version of GeLog two recombination operators have been used: one that
recombines the predicates of two disjunctions of each solution, and another one that
recombines two solutions by mixing their disjunctions. These operators have been replaced
by a single one: after two individual solutions have been selected for recombination, for
the number of chromosomes in the individuals, which are xed throughout the run, one
chromosome is chosen in each of the solutions, the chromosomes are recombined, and
stored in a slot of the new individual. The individuals play a specic role, as explained
in Section 3.8, one is the donor, the other one is the recipient.
4.6.1 Selection and Storing Scheme
The chromosome selection and storing scheme can be adjusted, there are three options
for selection:
(1) ordered: the chromosomes are selected in the order they appear in the individual,
(2) shuffled: a randomly shued list of all chromosomes in the individual is created,
the current element of the shued list is the selected chromosome, or
(3) fitness: the chromosomes are selected tness proportionally, i.e., by roulette wheel
selection.
The last scheme is very expensive, since very many tness evaluations have to be done.
For the storing scheme, there are another three schemes:
(1) ordered: the chromosomes is stored in the same slot as the recipient's chromosome
was selected from,
(2) shuffled: a randomly shued list of all chromosomes slots is generated, the chro-
mosome is placed in the current slot, or
(3) similarity: the chromosomes is placed into the slot that has the shortest distance,
i.e., is most similar, to the recombined chromosome.
Thus, there are nine combinations, however, the most reasonable once are explained
in the following:
(1) ordered/ordered: Each chromosome has its xed slot, for the whole evolutionary
process. also for restricted tournament selection no further distance metric is used,
the individuals distances are determined disjunction-wise.
(2) shuffed/similarity: The parents are chosen randomly, the ospring, however, re-
places the chromosome, that is most similar to it. An similar algorithm as Algorithm
4.1 is used. This selection/storing scheme induces a similar distribution on the single
individual as the restricted tournament selection did on the entire population. The
process of improving more then one slot, is also referred to as niching. Thus in pres-
ence of restricted tournament selection and this or the fitness/similarity selection
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(3) shuffled/shuffled: The parents are selected randomly, the ospring is stored at a
random position. This scheme is suitable, if restricted tournament selection is used,
and no niching is desired within an individual, e.g., if all clauses should be intermixed.
(4) fitness/similarity: As shuffed/similarity, but holds the danger, that the
inner-individual diversity gets lost to fast, since only well performing chromosomes
are selected.
4.6.2 Exchange Crossover
As introduced by (Harik, 1997) an exchange crossover operator was used to recombine
two chromosomes. In the procedure, the following steps are performed:
chrom1 := donor
chrom2 := recipient
for i := 1 to 2 do
newchrom[i] := chrom2
if toss coin(p xover) = true then
chose random graft point in newchrom[i] and random transfer point and length in
chrom1
insert the transfer material from chrom1 into newchrom[i] before graftpoint
eliminate overspecifying genes in newchrom[i]
end if
chrom1 := recipient
chrom2 := donor
end for
Algorithm 4.2: Exchange Crossover
As described in Section 3.8, this operator induces a tighter linkage on the building
blocks. An eect that has to be combined with a harsh control of selection, such as
restricted tournament selection or probabilistic expression.
4.7 Seeding
Another improvement of GeLog is the addition of a seeding mechanism. By specifying
individual solutions that are to be used in the initial population, the genetic algorithm
can be guided towards parts of the search space, that are either known or presumed to be
t. Thus a speed-up in nding local optima in the environment of the specied solutions
is the major advantage. In general this is no retrieval for a deceptive behavior of a genetic
algorithm, as recombination processes the solution. If the seeded solution, on the other
hand, is a greater local optimum than the local optima that the genetic algorithm was
deceived to climb, it might increase the speed drastically. Also, chances that new, well
paying o solutions are found in the environment of the seed by mutation, are slightly
higher.
To take advantage of this behavior, one could use a genetic algorithm to search for a
local optimum, which it converges quickly to, use a dierent search algorithm to overcome
this local maximum, and re-seed the found solution into the genetic algorithm again.
Another application is the parallelizing of genetic algorithms. Two or more algorithms
focus on dierent parts of the search space and seed a third algorithm with their results,4 APPLICATION TO THE GELOG FRAMEWORK 33
which recombines the good solutions, but maintains itself a high diversity of individual
solutions. Meta evolution is an example for this concept (Erk, 2001).
The seeding mechanism in GeLog is not limited to the initial population, but can also
be used throughout the whole evolution process. The seeding structures can be tagged
with a condence value, which is used to determine how often the specied solution is
re-seeded into the current population. For each evolution step the seed is placed as one
descendant with the condence value as probability. This procedure ensures, that the
building blocks contained in the seed do not vanish, which is especially useful if solutions
are known to contain optimal building blocks and deceptive building blocks keep the
algorithm from nding the local optimum.5 TEST RESULTS 34
5 Test Results
To verify the performance of the new version of GeLog following some tests have been
conducted. We concentrated on an example that proved dicult for the original version
of GeLog, the so called \Tic Tac Toe" example. This example was chosen, since it proved
dicult for the original version of GeLog (Sander, 2000).
Given is the end-situation for a \Tic Tac Toe" game:
 Player X has started.
 For all 9 elds it is said, whether it is empty, or occupied by X or O.
 956 examples, 626 positive (player X wins), 332 negative (player O wins).
The penalty for complex structures, that is, a large number of predicates, was set to
0:3. The initial population's individuals contain three predicates. The individuals have
maximally ten disjunctions. The evolution lasts for 250 generations, the population size
is 150.
For tournament selection the generation gap, that is, the dierence of population size
and descendants, is 1, whereas for restricted tournament selection the gap is 0.
individual
distance
chromosome
selection
chromosome
storing
selection
operator
lowest
error (%)
average
error (%)
./. ordered ordered ts 6.25 9.71
./. shued similarity ts 5.26 8.66
sum/min shued similarity rts 6.25 10.13
sum/sum shued similarity rts 6.25 10.86
Table 5.1: GeLog test results on `TicTacToe'
The Table 5.1 shows four tests, each consisting of ve test runs. All tests have been
conducted using 10-cross validation, that is the example set is divided into 10 disjunctive
subsets. One is declared as test set. This procedure is used in order to avoid overtting.
The rst row indicates the individuals' distance metric, which is only used for restricted
tournament selection. The second and third row state the chromosome selection and
storing scheme as described in Section 4.6.1. The selection operator appears in the fourth
row, \rts" means restricted tournament selection, whereas \ts" is tournament selection.
The results are remarkably better than the ones achieved in the original version of
GeLog. The absence of a dierence between tournament and restricted tournament se-
lection, indicates that the problem is not dicult enough, or to put it another way, that
plain tournament restriction can maintain large enough a diversity. Thus the distance
metric does not play a role either.
For the chromosome selection/storing we see a slight dierence between \ordered/-
ordered" and \shued/similarity", which can be attributed to higher in-individual diver-
sity, that is, clauses have greater dierences.
Figure 5.1 shows two runs of the same experiment, however, only 100 individuals per
population are generated. It becomes clear, that restricted tournament selection is aiming
at improving not only the best individual.5 TEST RESULTS 35
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Figure 5.1: Minimal versus average error for \TicTacToe": (a) tournament selection, (b)
restricted tournament selection6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 36
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In the last few years, the ability of genetic algorithms to solve hard problems was greatly
improved by the development of mechanisms like seeding and linkage learning. Moreover,
it was found that building block processing is vital for the performance of genetic algo-
rithms, and therefore it is mandatory that genetic algorithms make use of ecient and
robust mechanisms for handling building blocks.
Since the GeLog framework is based on a genetic algorithm as its search algorithm, it
appeared to be very promising to integrate some of the achievements of genetic algorithm
research into the GeLog framework to improve overall performance and eciency and
enable GeLog to solve problems it was previously apparently not well suited for.
This thesis elaborates how the GeLog framework was improved in two ways:
(1) the building block processing was improved to enable GeLog to solve problems that
are hard for genetic algorithms to solve
(2) a strategy for integrating problem specic knowledge was implemented in order to be
able to better adapt GeLog to the specic problem it is confronted with.
In order to fully prot from these improvements, the underlying theories and concepts
were thoroughly evaluated. Thus, the schema theorem dealing with the role and function
of building blocks in genetic algorithms was introduced. The application and integration
of the schema processing into genetic algorithms was found to have given some very
promising results in various settings, yet several researchers soon found that this method
also has its limitations. Several approaches that were made to overcome these limitations
were presented in this thesis.
Moreover, a thorough research into the existing techniques for integrating problem
specic knowledge into genetic algorithms was conducted. The research done in this eld
was evaluated and the advantages and disadvantages of the dierent approaches were
reviewed.
Finally, the improvements available for genetic algorithms were examined with respect
to whether they could be integrated into the GeLog framework to improve its performance.
One of the existing approaches was selected that seemed particularly promising. The
exchange operator of the linkage learning algorithm was incorporated into GeLog. To
be able to do so, several structural modications to GeLog were necessary that were all
realized within the scope of this thesis.
Furthermore, it was illustrated how a high rate of diversity can be maintained within
the population, thus reducing the risk of fast convergence to a local optimum. To measure
this diversity, several distance metrics for individuals in GeLog were developed within the
scope of this thesis. To evaluate the performance of these modications in improving
GeLog, several tests were conducted and gave very good results. Especially one problem
that previously had been very dicult for GeLog to tackle could be handled signicantly
better.
Although these rst test results are very promising and already demonstrate that
the modications do indeed enhance GeLog's performance, a lot of research has still
to be done to quantify the improvements that can be achieved by the modied GeLog
framework. Especially the seeding mechanism, which was fully implemented but could
not be thoroughly tested within the scope of this thesis, needs further examination and
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Moreover, there are several other strategies for obtaining higher rates of diversity
within a population in genetic algorithms. This approach has proven very helpful in
nding good solutions for the tasks GeLog is often confronted with, and the already im-
plemented strategy has given good results as well. Future work could therefore include
studying other available approaches, especially probabilistic expression (PE), an alterna-
tive coding scheme for individuals that was st developed by Harik (Harik, 1997) and
appears to be very interesting for GeLog. In this approach, not only a genes allele, but
also the opposite allele are preserved in the individual. Depending on the start point
of the interpretation, either allele can be expressed. Even if an allele was lost during
the process of evolution, it can be re-animated with this approach. This does not only
increase the diversity within the population but also maintains information that can be
used for overcoming local optima more easily.
Finally, meta evolution and parameter adaption could be re-added to GeLog and
harmonized with the modications made in the scope of this thesis.A CONFIGURATION FILE FOR GELOG 38
A Conguration File for GeLog
As in the original work, GeLog can be adjusted by using conguration les. Due to the
changes and new features of GeLog, the conguration le's syntax also had to be extended.
In addition, some of the previously used items are now obsolete. Although one can still
specify these deprecated items they will have no eect.
In Table A.1 only those conguration items are listed, that are still valid or have been
added. Items that can be used optionally are indicated by surrounding square brackets.
Their default value is listed in an adjacent row.
General
\max_age" \=" hinteger 0i
number of generations
\pop_size" \=" hinteger 0i
number of individuals per generation
\descendants" \=" hinteger 0i
number of individuals that are not just copied but undergo evolution
\max_rhs" \=" hinteger 0i
number of disjunctions per individual
\max_pred_rhs" \=" hinteger 0i
maximum number of predicates per disjunction for initial generation
\search_for" \=" hstringi f\;"j\/"g
hinteger 0i
target predicate (label and arity)
[ \mutation_probability" \=" hreal 2 [0;1]i ] default: 0:01
probability that a single bit is ipped
[ \xover_probability" \=" hreal 2 [0;1]i ] default: 0:6
probability that two chromosomes are recombined
\fit_pos" \=" hreali
tness weight for correctly classied positive examples
\fit_neg" \=" hreali
tness weight for correctly classied negative examples
\fit_rhs" \=" hreali
tness penalty weight for large number of disjunctions
\fit_pred" \=" hreali
tness penalty weight for large number of predicates per individual
\fit_var" \=" hrealiA CONFIGURATION FILE FOR GELOG 39
tness penalty weight for large number of variables per individual
f \sample" \=" hstringif\;"j\/"ghinteger 0i
\;" hreal 2 [0;1]i
g+
predicates in the background knowledge, which have to be dened in the samples
le as well. The second value denes the arity, the third value (deprecated) the
usage probability
\background" \=" hlenamei
name of the le that contains the background knowledge data
\examples" \=" hlenamei
name of the le that contains the training data
\posExamplesCount" \=" hinteger 0i
number of positive examples
\negExamplesCount" \=" hinteger 0i
number of negative examples
Linkage Learning
[ \individual_distance" \=" \sum_sum"j\sum_min" ] default:
\sum_min"
distance metric for inidividuals, either sum of the chromosomes with minimal
distances or sum of the sums of the chromosomes' distances (cf. Section 4.5)
[ \chromosome_selection" \=" \ordered" j
\shuffled" j
\fitness"
] default:
\shuffled"
selection scheme for the chromosomes during recombination: \ordered": chromo-
somes at corresponding positions in the individuals are recombined, \shuffled":
chromsomes are selected randomly, or \fitness": chromsomes are selected t-
ness proportionally (cf. Section 4.6)
[ \chromosome_storing" \=" \ordered" j
\shuffled" j
\similarity"
] default:
\shuffled"
storage scheme for the chromosomes after recombination:\ordered": chromo-
somes are stored at the same position as the chromosome of the recipient,
\shuffled": chromosomes are stored at random positions, or \fitness": chrom-
somes are stored at the position of the recipient's chromosome which has the
shortest distance to the ospring (cf. Section 4.6)
[ \xtra_vars" \=" hinteger 0i ] default: 0
number of variables, that are additionally used during the optimization
[ \introns" \=" hinteger 0i ] default: 0
number of introns (non-coding genes) per chromosomeA CONFIGURATION FILE FOR GELOG 40
Seeding
f \seed" \=" hpredicatei [\," hpredicatei]
[\." hpredicatei
[\," hpredicatei]] \;"
hreal 2 [0;1]i
g
seeding structure with condence value: there may be as many seeds dened as there
are individuals in a population. The condence value denes the probability with
which the seed will be used in every generation, i. e., 0: seed will be used for the
initial generation only, 1: seed will be used every time.
hpredicatei ::= hstringi \(" \X"hinteger  0i f, \X"hinteger  0ig \)"
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B Command Line Parameters
The GeLog program is called in the same manner as before. However, some command
line options, which help to customize the diagnostic output and adapt GeLog to dierent
library locations, have been added. The following line illustrates how the GeLog binary
is called:
gelog [OPTIONS] hconguration lei
Where the conguration le follows the syntax described in Table A.1, the example and
background knowledge les are located in the directories specied in the conguration
le, and the options that are used follow the syntax described in Table B.1.
-v --verbose increase verbosity level (i.e., show more diag-
nostic output)
-q --quiet decrease verbosity level (i.e., show less diag-
nostic output)
-V --version show version information and exit
-h --help show help message and exit
-p --sicstus-path=hstringi set path to the SICStus Prolog library
-b --sicstus-binary-path=hstringi set path to the SICStus program
-f --protocol=hstringi write results to the specied protocol le
Table B.1: GeLog Command Line OptionsLIST OF ALGORITHMS 42
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